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A far larger opportunity set 
outside Australia

Australian shares are a part of many 
investors’ portfolios.

However, an Australia-only approach 
means missing out on the opportunity 
set that’s available outside the local share 
market. After all, the Australian share 
market accounts for only around 1.9% of 
the market capitalisation of the global 
share market1 (Chart 1). 

Ignoring around 98% of the market 
capitalisation of the global share market 
entails leaving a lot of return potential 
and diversification benefits on the table. 

Diversification benefits

A quick glance at the S&P/ASX 200’s 
sector composition confirms what 
generations of investors have known — 
the Australian share market is weighted 
towards Financials and Materials 
(resources companies). The two sectors 
combined represent 51.5% of the broad 
Australian share market by market 
capitalisation.2 

We believe that what all this distils down 
to is that a potentially large portion of 
many investors’ equity market returns 
are effectively tied to two factors 
typically impacting the Financials and 
Materials sectors — the credit cycle, in 
the case of Financials, and commodity 
price cycles, in the case of Materials. 

Investing globally may help to dampen 
these two risks through geographic as 
well as sector diversification (Chart), 
while also providing exposure to 
industries and companies that are 
potentially far larger and more 
established offshore. 

Chart 1: The Australian share market is a small part of the global share market

Market capitalisation of the global share market (%)

Chart 2: The global share market offers greater exposures to sectors and 
industries like Information Technology

Comparison of Australian and global share markets by sector (%): 

1 As of 31 May 2021. This figure represents 
the market value of the Australian 
exposure, in percentage terms, in the global 
share market represented by MSCI ACWI 
Index. Data sourced from FactSet.

2 As of 31 May 2021. This figure represents 
the combined market capitalisation, in 
percentage terms, of the Financials and 
Materials sectors within the S&P/ASX 200 
Accumulation Index. Data sourced from 
FactSet.
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As at 31 May 2021
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Scale of global industries and 
brand names

Think of the size of the global 
Information Technology sector compared 
to the Australian Information 
Technology sector. Think of the products 
and services of household technology 
names offered by global companies  
like Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, 
Microsoft and Samsung, to name just  
a few, used by Australians every day.

Investing in such companies means 
potentially benefiting from their 
business success, and not just being  
a user of their products.

Think of the fact that Australia doesn’t 
have any listed car makers, yet the 
automotive industry is one of the  
world’s largest industries. 

Ford, Hyundai, Toyota, Honda, BMW, 
General Motors, Stellantis (parent 
company of brands including Alfa 
Romeo, Chrysler, Citroën, Dodge, and 
Fiat), and industry newcomer Tesla, are 
all renowned brands, and all offshore. 

An investor wanting automotive 
industry exposure as a way of 
participating in technology, consumer 
and economic trends would typically 
invest globally.

Chart 3: Investing in global share markets can enhance long-term returns

Returns for $10,000 invested in the global share market index vs Australian share 
market index: 1 June 2011 – 31 May 2021
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Return for the global share market is for the MSCI All Country World Index in AUD
Return for the Australian share market is for the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index
Source: FactSet

Important information

This information is provided by MLC Investments Limited, ABN 30 002 641 661 AFSL 230705 (“MLC” or “we”). 

MLC is a part of the IOOF group of companies (comprising IOOF Holdings Ltd ABN 49 100 103 722 and its related bodies corporate) (‘IOOF Group’).  
The capital value, payment of income and performance of any financial product referred to in this communication are not guaranteed. An investment 
in any financial product referred to in this communication is subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment of capital and loss of 
income and principal invested. Neither MLC, nor any other IOOF Group member guarantees or otherwise accepts any liability in respect of any 
financial product referred to in this communication.

The information included in this communication is general in nature. It has been prepared without taking account of an investor’s objectives, 
financial situation or needs and because of that an investor should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice having 
regard to their personal objectives, financial situation and needs.

Investors should obtain the relevant Product Disclosure Statement or other disclosure document relating to any financial product which is issued by 
MLC, and consider it before making any decision about whether to acquire or continue to hold the product. Target Market Determinations (TMDs) for 
relevant products are also required to be made available and considered by distributors. A copy of the Product Disclosure Statement (or other 
disclosure documents) and TMD  is available by searching for the applicable product on mlcam.com.au.

Any opinions expressed in this communication constitute our judgment at the time of issue and are subject to change. We believe that the 
information contained in this communication is correct and that any estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held  
or made at the time of compilation. However, no warranty is made as to their accuracy or reliability (which may change without notice) or other 
information contained in this communication and neither MLC nor any member of the IOOF Group accept any liability for any loss, arising from  
its use.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of an investment may rise or fall with the changes in the market.  
The performance returns in this communication are reported before deducting management fees and taxes unless otherwise stated. 

Any projection or forward-looking statement (‘Projection’) in this communication is provided for information purposes only. Whilst reasonably 
formed, no representation is made as to the accuracy of any such Projection or that it will be met. Actual events may vary materially. A
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The same is arguably true for other industries including aircraft manufacturing and 
aerospace, and sophisticated consumer products and brands. The opportunity set 
beyond Australia is, in simple terms, arguably greater. 

In our view, the earnings power stemming from global industries and global companies 
helps to explain the strong long-term returns from the global share market (Chart 3). 

All up, we believe that a mix of Australian and global share exposure can help to mute 
overall portfolio volatility while potentially enhancing long-term returns.


